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DIRT

MOISTURE

SAND

>>
B/S Group designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of commercial entrance matting products. 

Backed by a hugely experienced nationwide installation operation, we also provide the most advanced 
entrance matting, refurbishment, programme in the industry.

B/S Group  focuses on the development of a new concept of entrance matting systems. We offer a 
variety of commercial entrance mats and custom logo mats for indoor and outdoor applications. Many 
of our products are made from recycled material. Our mats are ideal for all business , schools, restaurants,
retail stores, offices, hospitals, hotels and more...

SNOW

SLUSH
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Building Specialties
TM

>>
Since 2000,  B/S  has focused on the design and manufacture of building material, offering solutions for 
Architectural, Structural and Decorative needs. B/S is dedicated to the environmental sustainability of
buildings by providing innovative highly functional architectural materials and products while minimizing
environmental impact.

We help meet the unique requirements of building material,  providing you with solutions to questions 
such as:
How to help architects both functionally and aesthetically?
How to minimize the cost of design, installation and maintainance?
How to fit the construction products in harmony with our living and working environment?

CLEANING
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Moisture Removal

(0-10)
Scraper
(0-10)

Slip Resistance
(0-10)

Side ElevationCategory

9 99

EM-Elegant is a grid matrix mat that has the ability to
retain its elegant  appearance whilst handling high v-
olume traffic.The matting can be rolled up for cleani-
ng and maintenance of  the recess.

FG-Innovation is available in shallow grid, low profile 
or deep pit grid. Dirt and moisture collect underneath, 
the surface to keep floors clean and reduce maintenan-
ce,and rails can be replaced without dismantling the en-
tire grid system.

B/S Metal Floor Grate Systems are  semi open roll-up entrance mats which are ideal for high profile projects and are available 
in both shallow grid or deep grid models and are suitable for interior and exterior use. Dirt and moisture collect undernearth 
the grate surface to keep floors clean and reduce maintenance.

B/S entrance matting systems are available in serveral colours, styles and combinations.

B/S entrance matting is designed for internal or external use, entrance with high volume pedestrian traffic, safe for walking aids. 
wheelchairs and trolleys.

Entrance Matting

Elegant

Floor Gride

Innovation

Floor Matting

Classic

Floor Mats

Low Profile

Click Entrance 
Mattign

DIY

Metal Entry 
Grating

Luxurious

Modular Matting

Design

FM-Low Profile is an entrance mat without towropes
or connectors, allows to cut the profiles in the  place of
installation, if  necessary and to make appropriate
adaptaions.

FM- Classic can be specified in any arrangement of  
rubber rib, nylon brush, cassette fibre bonded or tuffed 
nylon insert strips for a versatile finish from outdoor
areas through to interior applications.

Barrier Matting
Tiles

Popular

Metal gratings for commercial or industrial entrances
that are made of  aluminum or stainless steel without
any carpeted or vinyl inserts.

CEM-DIY is an entrance matting system composed of
aluminum profiles with a carpet, plastic or brushes in-
sert with the possiblility of  choosing between several 
colors.

BMT-Popular, easy to install modular tile for recessed 
well application. High performance, flexible tiles with 
a vinyl base and dual fibre carpet strips scrape, remove
and capture dirt and moisture.

MM-Design modular and interlocking matting trap dirt
at the door.These snap-together mats aggressively clean
dirt and moisture from guest’s shoes. These flooring pro-
ducts are also easy to install, each piece fits together to 
create a truly “seamless” finish.

8 99

8 98

6 57

7 78

7 68

7 89

8 89
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15-16
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SELECTION GUIDES

Carpet Mats combine the classic look of an upscale oriental rug with
the function and durability of high performance entrance mat.

Carpet Mats

Interlocking Mats and Tiles also known as modular mats, provide 
easy setup, take-up and reconfiguration of numerous matting pro-
ducts. Modular matting is ideal for temporary fitness flooring trad 
show booths and construction related jobs, among others.

Anti-Static Mats are designed to protect sensitive equipment by
quickly drawing the static off workers before they touch susceptible
chemicals or apparatus.

Bathroom Mats, including urinal mats and toilet mats and sink mats,
keep restroom facilities dry, clean and looking professional. 

Gym Mats add comfort, safety, and appeal to exercise areas. Our
selection of gym mats include single rubber, rubber mats rolls, inter-
locking rubber mats. whatever the particular need we have the gym
mat solution.

Chair Mats are perfect for protecting the floor from scratches that
come from sliding chairs in and out at the table or desk.

All Rubber Matting is comprised of all types of mats, entrance  runner 
mats, antifatigue mats, gym mats.....all pure rubber.

Floor runners are often used for safety cleaning and decor in different
commercial application.

Entrance floor mats, door mats and walk-off mats are the best ally in
keeping the floors of your facility clean and safe, reducing maintena-
nce costs.

Safety Floor

Interlocking Mats

Anti-Static Mats 

Kitchen Mats

Bathroom Mats  

Gym Mats  

Chair Mats

Rubber MatsFloor Runner

Entrance MatsLOGO Mats  

Logo Mats can be customized and personalised with your company 
name and logo and an excellent advertisment.

Kitchen Floor Mats are especially designed to provide anti-slip pro-
perties wherever is needed. 
Kitchen Floor Mats are popular in food prepararion stations, bars,
restaurants.etc.

Image / ApplicationCategory/Page Image / ApplicationCategory/Page

B/S mat and floor products proudly represent the finest in commercial and industrial mats, and floor covering products in the
marketplace.

Our expansive selection of  flooring products includes custom logo mats, entrance matting, runners, and wet umbrella bag stands to help 
business achieve long term property preservation as well as enhanced visitor and worker safety.

B/S mat and floor products celebrates over 10years in the commercial matting and floor industry providing expertise in stallation.

B/S mats supplies safety rubber and foam floor for a wide range of 
floor application at affordable prices.
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Category

Entrance Matting 
E�eg�n�...

www.b-sgroup.com

EMELG

EMER

EMEC

EMEDG

�M-E�eg�n� i� � ��i� ma���� ma� �ha� ha� ��� ����i�� t� �et��� 
it� ��eg�n� ���e�r�n�� ���ls� h�n���n� �i�� v����� �ra�fi� 
��� t� ��� c���ec�i�� ��i� l�y�u� �ha� �h����l� ��� ����i� d���
���ea�� ��� c�ntac� ��rfa�� .
T�� m���n� c�� �� r���e� �� f�� ��e���n� �n� m��n��n�n�� 
� ��� �e�es�. B���� �� � �latf��� � �i�� ��p��fica�i�� �x��u�e� 
�������� ��ead�, ��� m���n� i� a�����e� �� �e�n� � � PVC 
��n�� ��i�� �ea���e� �� �n�e�r�� d����� s����.

EMES

EMEV



3mm 2mm2mm

17mm

48mm

2mm 2mm3mm

30mm

Category

Vinyl End Filler Vinyl Exterior Carpet Serrated Interior Carpet Abrasive

Extruded Aluminum Tread Rail (6063-T5)-W/Tread Insert
(Carpet Shown)

Vinyl Hinge

Aluminum material: 6063-T5 (anodized)            Aluminum thickness: 2.5mm

Model OptionsTread Options

Light Grey (EMELG-101)

Red (EMER-104)

Chocolate (EMEC-105)

Dark Grey (EMEDG-103)

Light Cyan (EMELC-102)

Serrated (EMES-106)

Vinyl (EMEV-107)

Installation ConditionCase Photo

Product Features Product Profile

Aluminum extrusions are engineered to withstand heavy
loads without warping or collapsing. They are joined with 
recycled low-density polyethylene hinges.

Entrance Mats Classic and all of our standard tread strips 
slide in. End caps provide clean edges and secure treads-
trips without rivets.

Specify Model

Structure:Aluminum 6063-T5 (anodized).
Tread Insert: Carpet, Abrasive, Vinyl, Serated, Wood, 
Rubber.
Color:Custom by customer.
Aluminum thickness:2.5mm or custom by customer.
Height:20mm.
Profile width: 34mm.
Rolling Load: 1000kg/M2-2000kg/M2 without distortion.
Available accessories: Framing profiles and corner pieces.
Cost index:50
Application: Outdoor, Indoor, Business, School, Restaurants,
Retail Stores, Offices, Hospitals, Hotels and more.

EMELG-

EMES-

EMEC-

EMER-

EMEDG-

EMELC-

EMEV- 107

106

105

104

103

102

101

Surface Mounted Aluminum Frame

Recessed Right Angle Frame

Tapered 
aluminum
frame

Surrounding
floor surface

Commercial & Industrial Matting Solutions

Standard CAD details are available online at www.b-sgroup.com. For application specific CAD details contact B/S directly. Tel:021-62377221  Toll Free: 4006-030113   Copyright      B/S 2014C
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Floor Grates 

Innovation

www.b-sgroup.com

FGILG

FGIC

FGIR

FGIDG

The FG-Innovation series perfect for high profile projects, is available in shallow grid, Low 
profile or deep pit grid, which utilizes an attractive tread bar system bolted into rugged 
U channels.
Dirt and moisture collect underneath the surface to keep floors clean and reduce maint-
enance, and rails can be replaced without dismantling the entire grid system. 
B/S Group manufactures the highest quality design and good looks for projects with ind-
ustry stanadard requirements.

FGILC
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Category

Model OptionsTread Options

Installation ConditionCase Photo

Product Features Product Profile

40mm

3mm

38mm
35mm

Extruded
Aluminum

Frame
13mm

2mm
Extruded

Aluminum
Tread Rail

Level Base By Others

Floor Grid shall consist of a series of tread rails spaced
38mm o.c.
 
Floor grids shall allow debris to fall to sub-floor.
Floor grid shall be removable and replaceable without
disassembly of entire grid and without damage to grid.

2mm38mm
Section B-B

Floor Grid Width 35mm

Aluminum
Channel (200mm)

Kepnut

86mm
Minimum
Block-Out

REQ’D
Minimum Block-Out

REQ’D

Vinyl Shoe
Continous

Structure:Aluminum 6063-T5 (anodized).
Tread Insert: Carpet, Abrasive, Vinyl, Serated, Wood, 
Rubber.
Color:Custom by customer.
Aluminum thickness:2.5mm or custom by customer.
Height:40mm.
Profile width: 35mm.
Rolling Load: Maximum 2000kg/m2 (4 wheels) without 
damage to grid.
Available accessories: Framing profiles and corner pieces.
Cost index:70
Application: Outdoor, Indoor, Business, School, Restaurants,
Retail Stores, Offices, Hospitals, Hotels and more.

Specify Model

FGILG-

FGIS-

FGIC-

FGIR-

FGIDG-

FGILC-

FGIV- 207

206

205

204

203

202

201

Maximum dimensions(1 unit): 6 metres wide, and without limits in the walking direction.

Recessed Level Base Frame

Light Grey (FGLG-201)

Red (FGIR-204)

Chocolate (FGIC-205)

Dark Grey (FGIDG-203)

Light Cyan (FGILC-202)

Serrated (FGIS-206)

Vinyl (FGIV-207)

Standard CAD details are available online at www.b-sgroup.com. For application specific CAD details contact B/S directly. Tel:021-62377221  Toll Free: 4006-030113   Copyright      B/S 2014C
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Entrance Flooring
Classic

www.b-sgroup.com

EFCCG

EFCB

EFCMG

EFCR

EFCG

EF-Classic Systems are  primary entrance matting system which can be produ-
ced to any shape or size and are available in several colours, styles and combina-
tions. The open design allows matting to conceal grit, dirt and moisture, while 
maintaining an excellent appearance over its lifetime.
EF-Classic Systems are designed for internal or external use, entrances with high
volume pedestrian traffic, safe for walking aids, wheelchairs,trolleys.



Category

Model OptionsTread Options

Castle Gray

Red

Marble Gray

Light Gray

Brown

Serrated

Vinyl

Installation ConditionCase Photo

Product Features Product Profile

Perfect multi-tasking, heavy duty indoor entrance matting,
the classic matting system features a combination of alternating 
carpet and brush surface insert providing a dual brushing/wiping 
action. Colour options available.

Vinyl Shoe Continuous

Extruded
Aluminum
Tread Rail

27mm All Kind Of Insert

17mm

Connect 

3mm
Structure:Aluminum 6063-T5 (anodized).
Tread Insert: Carpet, Abrasive, Vinyl, Serated, Wood, 
Rubber.
Color:Custom by customer.
Aluminum thickness:2.5mm or custom by customer.
Height:17mm.
Profile width: 27mm.
Rolling Load: Maximum 2000kg/m2 (4 wheels) without 
damage to grid.
Available accessories: Framing profiles and corner pieces.
Cost index:70
Application: Outdoor, Indoor, Business, School, Restaurants,
Retail Stores, Offices, Hospitals, Hotels and more.

2mm 3mm 27mm Insert

Latex screed for leveling by others Fastener

Recessed Right Angle Frame

EFCCG-

EFCS-

EFCB-

EFCLG-

EFCMG-

EFCR-

EFCV- 307

306

305

304

303

302

301

Specify Model

Commercial & Industrial Matting Solutions

EFCER-

EFCBE-

EFCBL-

EFCG-

EFCLS-

EFCGR-

313

312

311

310

309

308

Standard CAD details are available online at www.b-sgroup.com. For application specific CAD details contact B/S directly. Tel:021-62377221  Toll Free: 4006-030113   Copyright      B/S 2014C
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Maximum dimensions(1 unit): 6 metres wide, and without limits in the walking direction.
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Floor Mats 
Low Profile 

www.b-sgroup.com

FMLGR

FMLER

FMLB

FMLLS

FMLG

B/S Low Profile Matting design provides the maximum durability and
performance. The system combines aluminium style with environme-
ntal empathy to create effective dirt-barrier functionality and durabi-
lity.
No matter what the load or moisture conditions, this innovative new
entrance system will exceed your expectations.



Category

Model OptionsTread Options
Ember Red

FMLCG-

FMLS-

FMLB-

FMLLG-

FMLMG-

FMLR-

407

406

405

404

403

402

401

FMLER-

FMLBE-

FMLBL-

FMLG-

FMLLS-

FMLGR-

413

412

411

410

409

408

Black

Blue

Leopard

Gray

Red

Installation ConditionCase Photo

Product Features Product Profile

The Low profile matting system is supplied in 9mm low profile thickness 
which is especially useful surface mounting and is preferred or in situation 
where it is not practical to form a recess.

Aluminum Rail
32mm Carpetconnet

Specify Model

Recessed Level Base Frame

Extruded Aluminum Tread Rail

Aluminum Rail32mm Carpetconnet Frame

Self-adhesive foam

Structure:Aluminum 6063-T5 (anodized).
Tread Insert: Carpet, Abrasive, Vinyl, Serated, Wood, 
Rubber.
Color:Custom by customer.
Aluminum thickness:1-2.5mm or custom by customer.
Height:9mm.
Profile width: 32mm.
Rolling Load: Maximum 1000kg/m2 (4 wheels) without 
damage to grid.
Available accessories: Framing profiles and corner pieces.
Cost index:30
Application: Outdoor, Indoor, Business, School, Restaurants,
Retail Stores, Offices, Hospitals, Hotels and more.

Standard CAD details are available online at www.b-sgroup.com. For application specific CAD details contact B/S directly. Tel:021-62377221  Toll Free: 4006-030113   Copyright      B/S 2014C
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Castle Gray

FMLV-

12

Maximum dimensions(1 unit): 6 metres wide, and without limits in the walking direction.

Place the self-adhesive black foam strips paralel to each other approx 30cm apart with 
the adhesive part facing upwards. Peel off the protective paper a few centimetres.
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Metal Entry Grating

(Stainless Steel/ Aluminum/ Bronze)

Luxurious

www.b-sgroup.com

MEGL-I

MEGL

MEGL-ALI

MEGL-AL

Metal gratings for commercial or industrial entrances that are made
out of aluminum or stainless steel without any carpeted or vinyl 
insert. These products are for very high traffic areas or where inse-
rts are not necessary or practical.  
Each grate is made to order so lead time will apply but they are hi-
ghly customizable so they will be perfect for your application.

MEGL-BR



Category

Model Options Side Elevation

Installation ConditionCase Photo

Product Features Product Profile

Great solution for rolling loads such as wheelchairs,
gurneys and heavy carts. 
Tightly spaced rails ensure the mats are heel-proof for
all shoe types.
May also be used for gutter-type drain covers. Elegant,
clean architectural lines.

16mm

3mm

Stainless Steel

Aluminum

Bronze

Stainless Steel

Aluminum

Extreme heavy duty recessed en-
trance grilles made of stainless 
steel.

Heavy duty all alumium  footgrates 
for recessed mat wells.

Recess mounted heavy gauge 
6061-T6 aluminum foot grille.

Heavy gauge aluminum foot grills 
for recessed commercial entrace 
wells.

Extreme heavy duty recessed en-
trance grilles made of stainless 
steel.

128mm Carpet Insert

Stainless Steel Pan

Stainless steel material: Satin finished type 304/ Aluminum(6063-T5)/ Bronze     

Recessed Right Angle Frame

3mm 128mm Carpet Insert

Latex Screed

Retaining Washer

Button Screw/
Expansion Anchor

Structure:Aluminum 6063-T5 (anodized)/ 
Stainless Steel(304)/ Bronze.
Tread Insert: Carpet
Color:Custom by customer.
Material thickness:1-9mm or custom by customer.
Height:9-30mm.
Profile width: 2-9mm.
Rolling Load: Maximum 2000kg/m2 (4 wheels) without 
damage to grid.
Available accessories: Framing profiles and corner pieces.
Cost index:90
Application: Outdoor, Indoor, Business, School, Restaurants,
Retail Stores, Offices, Hospitals, Hotels and more.

Commercial & Industrial Matting Solutions

Standard CAD details are available online at www.b-sgroup.com. For application specific CAD details contact B/S directly. Tel:021-62377221  Toll Free: 4006-030113   Copyright      B/S 2014C
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MEGL-I-SS501

MEGL-SS502

MEGL-AL503

MEGL-AL504

MEGL-BR505

The bed surface must be smooth and flat to ensure peoper grid installation, alignment and
to prevent tripping hazards.

Material Option

Stainless Steel/ Aluminm/ Bronze



Click Entrance Mats

Do It Yourself

www.b-sgroup.com

CEMBE

CEMCG

The click entrance matting system composed of aluminium profiles and textile, plastic
or brush inserts, with the choice of serveral colors.
Its system of assembly, without linking wires or connectors, allows the cutting of profi-
les on the site of installation, if necessary, and to make the appropriate adaptations.
The system can be installed anywhere: from houses to public buildings, offices, hotels,
restaurants, industrial facilities, banks or shops. It is suitable for heavy traffic and the 
harshest conditions.

CEMR



Category

Model OptionsTread Options

Installation ConditionCase Photo

Product Features Product Profile

Intermediate/Final profile

Extruded Aluminum 
Tread Rail

5.25mm 29mm
Textile fiber

Recessed Level Base Frame

Click Entrance Matting system composed of alumininum profiles and textile, plastic or 
brush inserts, with the choice of several colors.

Self-adhesive foam

Structure:Aluminum 6063-T5 (anodized).
Tread Insert: Carpet, Abrasive, Vinyl, Serated, Wood, 
Rubber.
Color:Custom by customer.
Aluminum thickness:1-2.5mm or custom by customer.
Height:9mm.
Profile width: 31mm.
Rolling Load: Maximum 1000kg/m2 (4 wheels) without 
damage to grid.
Available accessories: Framing profiles and corner pieces.
Cost index:50
Application: Outdoor, Indoor, Business, School, Restaurants,
Retail Stores, Offices, Hospitals, Hotels and more.

B/S can be installed in places where it is impossible to
place similar mats of other manufacturers, irregular 
forms, on ramps, between automatic doors, between
glass or screens, underneath skirtings, in laminated 
floors, on stairs, etc.

5.25mm Extruded Aluminum 
Tread Rail29mm

Textile fiber

Framing profile

Ember Red

Black

Blue

Leopard

Gray

Red

Castle Gray

Commercial & Industrial Matting Solutions

Standard CAD details are available online at www.b-sgroup.com. For application specific CAD details contact B/S directly. Tel:021-62377221  Toll Free: 4006-030113   Copyright      B/S 2014C
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Its system of assembly, without linking wires or connectors, allows the cutting of profiles
on site of installation, if necessary, and to make the appropriate adaptations.

CEMCG-

CEMS-

CEMB-

CEMLG-

CEMMG-

CEMR-

607

606

605

604

603

602

601

CEMER-

CEMBE-

CEMBL-

CEMG-

CENLS-

CEMGR-

613

612

611

610

609

608

Specify Model

CEMV-



Category

Modular Matting

Interlocking Tile

www.b-sgroup.com

MMI-73

MMI-71

Easy to install modular tile for recessed well appliacation. High performance, flexible tiles
with a vinyl base and dual fiber carpet strips scrape, remove and capture dirt and moistrue.
Resistance to milden and UV aging.
Resistance to mildew and UV aging. Tiles snap together and can be cut for a custom fit. 
Grooves in the vinyl base are large enough to effectively trap and hold dirt, but small enough
to prevent high heels from getting stuck.

MMI-72



Category

Model OptionsBrush strip Options

Red (A)

Installation ConditionCase Photo

Product Features Product Profile

Recessed Level Base Frame

Modular matting for fit any size area.
Easy to install.
Brushes shoes clean of sand, dirt, slush.
Open Grid drains away water and debris.
Choose tile and carpet colors combinations.
Use tuft stuff in power alley center and less expensive
Non-carpet tile arround perimeters.
No metal raffle-free, all PVC material.
Use in recessed areas or directly on the surface.
Beveled edge ramps availble.
Tile size: 15mm*15mm.
Profile tile matting is available in 30mm thickness.

Gray (B)

Green (C)

Standard CAD details are available online at www.b-sgroup.com. For application specific CAD details contact B/S directly. Tel:021-62377221  Toll Free: 4006-030113   Copyright      B/S 2014C
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MMI- 721/ A/ C MMI- 722/ A/ C MMI- 723/ A/ C

MMI- 733/ A/ BMMI- 731/A /B

MMI- 713/ B/ CMMI- 712/ B/ CMMI- 711/ B/ C

MMI- 732/ A/ B

18

1 2 3

Begin placing the tiles into the top left corner of the recessed
well with the pegs along the top and right edges of tile.

The tiles should be installed from left to right and top to 
bottom. Lay the first row of tiles.

Trim the tiles edges with a utility knife if there are excess pegs
or holes when the installation is complete.



Page

Barrier Matting Tiles

Modular Format

Offering all the performance and durability of  BMT tiles, BMT tiles also incorporates 
Mono and Multifilament Nylon 6.6 barrier carpeting inserts to offer a complete, scrape nad
dry matting solution. Fully interchangeable, Obex prior and Obex forma can together create 
a tailored entrance matting system offering virtually any levels of  cleaning and moisture
control.

www.b-sgroup.com

BMT-801

BMT-802

BMT-803



Installation 

Specify Model: BMT-801 Product Profile

Vinyle tile base with/ without carpet strips for recessed well applications.
Designed for medium traffic conditions up to 500,000 people/ year.

High performance, flexible tiles with a vinyl base and dual-fiber carpet strips scrape, 
remove and capture dirt and moisture.

Rsistance to mildew and UV aging.

Easy to install

Product Specifications

Tile Size:
200mm X 200mm X 10mm Interlocking Tiles and 80mm X 200mm edge ramps.
                 250mm X 250mm X 15mm Interlocking Tilses and 100mm X 250mm edge ramps.
Material: 
100% recycled PVC plastic.
Water Resistance: 
Color and tensile strength not affected by heat, cold or sunlight.
Chemical Resistance: 
Resistant to oils, solvents, acids and many other chemicals.
Additives: 
UV stabilizer, fungus, inhibitor.
Color Available: 
Pool Blue, Blue, Teal, Green, Gray, Black, Yellow, Orange, Red, Tan, Brown, White, 
Forest Green, Peach, Taupe, Burgundy, Dard Gray.
Ideal For use in:
Retail Stores, Government Buildings, Sports Complexes, Banks, Office Buildings, Schools,
Power Alleys, Restaurants, Hotel, Factories, Groceries, Hospital and homes, etc.

Commercial & Industrial Matting Solutions

Standard CAD details are available online at www.b-sgroup.com. For application specific CAD details contact B/S directly. Tel:021-62377221  Toll Free: 4006-030113   Copyright      B/S 2014C
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Modular matting to fit any size area.
Easy to install. easy to replace carpet squares.
Brushes shoes clean of sand, dirt, slush.
Open grid drains away water and debris.
Choose tile and carpet clolors combinations.
Use tuft stuff in power alley center and less expensive non-carpet tile around perimeters.
No metal raffle-free, all PVC material.
Use in recessed areas, or directly on the surface.
Two profiles 10mm and 15mm.
Beveled edge ramps available.

1 2 3

Specify Model: BMT-802

Specify Model: BMT-803

Tiles snap together and can be cut for a custom fit.

When installed correctly, it will not rock or lift,  and will provide a safe trip-free and effecient
dirt barrier protection.
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Logo Mats

Entrance Mats

Floor Runner

Oriental Mats

Anti-Static Mats

Rubber Mats

Logo mats are the perfect way for your company to project a positive first impression, whilst 
protecting your internal floor coverings from ingressed dirt and moisture. 

B/S logo mats are manufactured using the latest computer technology to reproduce your logo, 
custom-cutting accurate inlays to produce exceptional results. This ensures crisp designs that are
both functional and aesthetically pleasing.Greet your visitors with personalized floor matting 
products using a near-limitless array of vibrant colors and texture effects.

Carpet entrance mats are constructed out of olefin fibers to produce a plush floor mat. These 
entrance mats are a popular and economical choice due to their excellent water retention and 
quick-drying capabilities.

The vinyl backing help to reduce floor mat movement.
Olefin yarn is stain and mildew resistant.
Perfect entrance mat for use in moderate-traffic, indoor/ covered outdoor areas.
Floor mats available in solid and two-tone heather colors.

Floor runners increase traction and safety in variety of settings.

Our collection of runner mats is perfect for large lobbies, long corridors, warehouses, plant 
facilities, Vending areas and horse stables to name a few locations. As always, most our runner
roll matting contains between 30% and 100% recycled content.

Oriental mats combine the classic look of an upscale oriental rug with the function and durability
of a high performance entrance mat.

Use these oriental mats just like any traditional floor mat in large, upscale entrances, reception 
areas, offices, hotels, office building lobbies, and any other indoor location with heavy foot traffic
needing floor mat protection.

Rubber mats & PVC flooring, matting, rolls, sheet & interlocking tile products here have many 
varied applications and will solve many flooring dilemmas.
In special finished profiles including fine fluted, diamond, random, chequer plate, pyramid, 
ribbed, coin open grid, rope, anti-slip.

Rubber & PVC flooring products have many uses in gyms, greenhouse, vehicles, factories, office 
complexes, shops, retail stores, recreational facilities, local authority buildings, public buildings, 
educational establishments, kitchen floor areas, workstations, production workbenches and 
shelves, corridors, stairways, ships, golf clubs etc.

Anti-static mats are essential in preventing shock and electrical damage. Almost all business 
operations require the use of high voltage machinery. 

We offer anti-static floor mats that protect both people and machines. An anti-static floor mat 
ensures that employee safety and accident prevention are each top priorities.

Features Model Options

Welcome Door Mats
Brand Rubber Logo Door Mats
Printed Logo Mats
Commercial Rubber Door Carpet
Nylon Surface Logo Mats
PVC Coil Door Mats

Carpet Entrance Mats
Waterhog Calssic Entrance Mats
Ribbed Entrance Mats
Super Berber Entrance Mats
Half-Oval Grand Premier Waterhog
Vinyl Mesh Entrance Mats 

Corrugated Runner Mats
Diamond Plate Runner Mats
Radial Runner Mats
Texture Kleen-Rige Rubber Runner
Traction Tread Ribber Runner Mats
Clear Vinyl Runner mats

Designer Persian Mats
Designer Colonial Mats
Designer Contemporary Mats
Designer Heritage Mats
Designer Victorian Mats
Designer Quilt Mats

Rubber Door Mats
Rubber Comfort Mats
Custom Logo Rubber Mats
Rubber Gym Mats
Rubber Kitchen Mats
Rubber Runner Mats

Non Conductive Mats
Static Dissipative Mats

Product Image
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Locker Room/Pool Mats

Chair Mats

Bathroom Mats

Safty Mats

Gym Mats

Kitchen Mats

B/S interlocking floor mats are more affordable and easier to install and replace than any other 
floor matting option. Our interlocking rubber matting is available in at low, affordable prices, 
giving you long-term protection and cost-effective saftety where it’s needed most.

B/S interlocking floor mats are also available in thicker gauges, offering greater floor protection 
and cushion than rolled rubber mats. Increase comfort and impact absorption in home or 
commercial gyms, basements, garages, and other areas that see heavy equipment and abrasive 
conditions.

B/S commercial kitchen floor mats are designed to comfort and safeguard hard-working staff in
commercial kitchens and other foodservice areas.

Dealing with slippery floors, spills, and messes are potential dangers in every food processing 
facility. Food service floors often come into contact with spilled water, greases, and oils, leading
to slick floor areas.

Our commercial kitchen floor mats, provide natural slip resistance and drainage, many of our 
100% Nitrile rubber mats are incredibly durable and grease-resistant.

Gym mats are a must for exercise rooms, gymnasiums, and  recreational facilities. gym matting 
preserves both the facility as well as the individuals who use it.

Rubber gym matting is particularly very effective in absorbing shock. This reduces the likelihood 
that damaged may result from the momentum generated by machines and weights.

We also carry a variety of gym floor tiles that are great for use in commercial facilities. B/S mat 
also offers gym mat rolls for facilities with large floor spaces to cover.

B/S safety mats reduce accidents and injuries caused by slips and falls. Our safety mats provide 
a durable, non-slip surface and are available in various shapes and sizes, improving the flow of 
foot traffic and increasing safety.

Our safety flooring is a precautionary means in areas that may be affected by moisture. By 
getting rid of slippery surface and pre-empting serious accidents, you reduce long-term liability 
concerns. Our safety floor mat line is durable indoor or outdoor. These mats are designed to 
improve grip, regardless of moisture or weather exposure.

Bathroom mats keep restroom facilities clean, safe, and odor-free. Investing in restromm mats 
shows patrons that you value their comfort, health, and safety in the most intimate of spaces. 

Non-slip matting also controls water accumulation that is common in restroom facilities and may
cause dangerous conditions.

Our restroom matting products are designed with hygiene in mind. They keep facilities clean by 
absorbing water and killing bacteria.

B/S office chair mats provide protection for flooring and ease of movement around work areas. 
A wide variety of styles are available to suit your particular need.

There are chair mats available in different sizes to help accommodate the different sizes of desks 
and tables.

Features Model OptionsProduct Image

Comfort Drainage Mats
Duragrid Deck Matting
Manutilus Pool Matting
Rubber Draingage Mats
Versa Runner Mats
Vinyl Mesh Entrance Mats

Restaurant Kitchen Mats
Restaurant Premier Kitchen Mat Tile
Rubber drainage Kitchen Mats
Comfort Zone Kitchen Mats
Versa Runner Kitchen Mats
Cushion Ease Kitchen Mat Tiles

Buffalo Gym Mats
Everlast Gym Mats
Softfloor interlocking Tiles
Large yoga Mats
Mega Lock Rubber Gym Tiles
Carpeted Gym Floor Sticky Mats

Bathroom Sink Mats
Bathroom Toilet Mats
Bathroom Vrinal Mats
Disposable Hygienic Toilet Mats
Designstep Disposable Virnal mats
Anti-Microbial FLoor Mats

Anti-Static Desk Chair Mats
Premium Black Chair Mats
Carpeted Surfaces
Hard Surfaces
Eco Friendly Chair Mats
Wood chair Mats

Leisure Centres
Martial Art Centres
Climbing Centres
Schools
Colleges and Universities
Early Learning/Nurseries
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Shanghai Building Specialties Co.,Ltd

Tel :021-62377221
Fax:021-62251210

www.b-sgroup.com
sales@b-sgroup.com

Toll Free:4006-030113

Add: Room2102, No595, WuDing Rood, JingAn District, Shanghai, China.
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